If two questions to NP and one question to NP yield identical computation power . does it follo w that NP = coNP? Such a result would be a shocker everyone believes that both of the classe s of the hypothesis are larger than NP U coNP . and it would be extremely unusual for a collapse t o translate to smaller classes .
1 Introductio n Does the polynomial hierarchy collapse if the boolean hierarchy (or . equivalently, the boundedtruth-table hierarchy) collapses? Kadin [Kad88] was able to answer this question affirmatively wit h the help of the easy-hard technique . which he invented for this purpose . By 1995, this technique (increasingly modified) had been used five times to obtain stronger and stronger collapses of th e polynomial hierarchy from the assumption that the boolean hierarchy (also sometimes called th e difference hierarchy) or the bounded-truth-table hierarchy collapses . All these results have i n common that a collapse of the boolean or bounded-truth-table hierarchy merely induces a collaps e of the polynomial hierarchy at a higher level.
Finally, in 1996, Hemaspaandra . Hemaspaandra, and Hempel [HHH96b,HHH99] obtained th e first downward collapse results linking these classes to the polynomial hierarchy, and the easy-har d technique played a crucial role in their proofs . The term downward collapse refers to cases where the collapse of larger classes implies the collapse of smaller classes : the collapse translates downwards . This behavior had been sought ever since Hartmanis . Immerman . and Sewelson's important "spars e sets in NP -P?" work in the 1980s [Har83, HIS85] . The approach of Hemaspaandra et al . was extended to yield additional downward collapses in subsequent papers by Buhrman and Fortnow , and by Hemaspaandra et al . In this survey we take a close look at the easy-hard technique . especially its application t o collapsing the polynomial hierarchy under the assumption that boolean or bounded-truth-tabl e hierarchies collapse. The survey is structured as follows . The timeline of the nine papers usin g the easy-hard technique is given in Section 2 . Section 3 lists the key results of these nine papers . Section 4 defines the notions involved . gives an informal description of the easy-hard technique . 2 The Timeline Table 1 gives the relevant dates and citations for all nine papers . In particular . it gives the date s of the earliest versions . and pointers to the earliest and the most recent versions .
~uthor(s)
Date o f Earliest
The Result s
The pace and amount of change the easy-hard technique has undergone . in particular regarding ho w it has been used to (conditionally) collapse the polynomial hierarchy . can best he seen by a clos e look at the key results from the relevant papers . In this section we will list their main theorem s (or most charismatic results) . This will also nicely illustrate the improvements each made to th e results that were known before it . We now give definitions of the basic concepts involved . So. for instance . F t i ' = NP . Fz = NPand Y'13' = AP (NPy' ) . The boolean hierarchy (als o sometimes called the difference hierarchy') is a concept used to study the structure within th e boolean closure of a class C (the closure of C with respect to the boolean operations union . intersection . and complementation) . Particularly often studied have been boolean hierarchies buil t on the classes F . k > 1.
Definition 3 .2
1 . For sets of languages C t and C 2 . C t Cz = { Lt -L2 IL I E C i and L E Cz} . (a) DIFF i ( .1') = F .
For complexity classes
(b) For all in > 1 . DIFF"n_tt (1) = DIFF 7, (II") .
(c) The boolean hierarchy over E l l ". BHg) . is defined as 13H( . 1 1") = U DIFF",(~i') . r,t> t For instance . DIFF 2 (\P) is exact ly the class DP [PY84] . It is a well-known fact that . for ever y k > 1 . it holds that BH(E ) . the boolean hierarchy over `,Y' . . is sandwiched between Y , i i " f-I" an d t
Restricting the type and amount of access deterministic polynonual-tune machines have t o an oracle leads to the notion of hounded-truth- 
Hence a result of the form DIFF,,, .i_t(F~') = coDIFF,,,_t(* > PH = C yields as an easy corollary that P ;;,)1u = P~~~+t-u > PH = C . Furthermore . it is well-known that (a) DIFF,,,(`Lj) =
NI )
coDIFF",(F'l' ,) < > DIFF,,,( ) = 13H(FFj ) . (h) h r~i~tt -t-t, < > P netr = U P and
Throughout this survey we speak of bounded-truth-table hierarchies . as these are more finegrained than the more familiar bounded-Turing hierarchies . However . the main results here easil y apply (in the appropriate . natural analogs) to the hounded-Turing hierarchies . as it is well-know n t ~. (see [Bei9l] ) that 1 2I' x ",_ t-, t = Pz > "_ tt < > P~~1 = 1 . where -`[E " means that at mos t (sequential) queries are allowed . For example . the theorem :
'There is a subtle difference between the two that in certain settings sharply distinguishes the two notions (see . e.g.. [HR97] ), but for the boolean hierarchies we \\-ill study here the notions are equivalent . and so we will view th e terms as being . for our purposes here . interchangeable .
can be equivalently stated as :
This is why results such as this are often, correctly. spoken of as studying whether f and f + 1 sequential queries diff er in their computational power . We now turn to the discussion of the results and their relationships . 3) Wagner 1989 [Wag89] Wagner later observed that slightly modifying the key definitio n in Kadin's approach yields an even stronger collapse of the polynomial hierarchy . In particular . Wagner showed that a collapse of the boolean hierarchy over E l i" at level m implies a collapse of the polynomial hierarchy to a level within _4+2, namely . to the boolean hierarchy over~~+ 1 BH(rk+i ) .
Theorem 3 .8 [Wag89] For all m > 1 and all k > 1, if DIFF,n (r) = coDIFF,n (E) then PH = BH(E k+l ) .
Corollary 3.9 [Wag89] For all m. > 1 and all k > 1, if P n'Ct = Pm+t_tt then PH = BH(E +t ) . 4) Chang/Kadin 1989 [CK89,CK96] Chang and Kadin refined the easy-hard method . originally used by Kadin . to further tighten the connection between the boolean hierarchy and th e polynomial hierarchy . Initially unaware of A\'agne r's work . they improved his results. They showed that a collapse of the boolean hierarchy over E l l ! at level rn. implies a collapse of the polynomia l hierarchy to a level within the boolean hierarchy over namely, the mth level of the boolea n hierarchy over S'j.+ I . Chang, and Ogihara . using idea s developed in the earlier papers, and adding use of mind changes . were able to draw a stronge r conclusion . In particular . they showed that a collapse of the boolean hierarchy over 'VI! at level in implies a collapse of the polynomial hierarchy to a level within the 'nth level of the boolean hierarchy over namely. to (Pmt' i _rr ) , the class of languages that can be accepted by som e deterministic polynomial-tune machine making at most in -1 parallel queries to an ' P~' = _\44. 1 oracle and an unlimited number of queries to a s[ oracle . HHH97a] ) . Hemaspaandra . Hemaspaandra, and Hempel came u p with a very surprising downward collapse result . A collapse of the hounded-query hierarchy ove r k > 2 . at its first level implies a collapse of the polynomial hierarchy to r4 itself: informally . the polynomial hierarchy collapses to a level that is "below" the level of the bounded-quer y hierarchy at which the initial collapse occurred . This was the the first "downward translation o f equality" (equivalently. downward collapse " ) result obtained within the bounded-query hierarchies . Intuitively, it says that if one and two parallel queries to arc of equal power, then capture s the power of the entire polynomial hierarchy .~P Of course . the converse is trivial . so this can also be stated as : For all m > 1 and all k > 2 .
\ P P r"~cr = P"i~~-cr <--> DIFF,,,(Ej) = coDIFF,,,( ') . In light of the upcoming Theorem 5 .1 we can also conclude a strong collapse of the polynomial hierarchy from the hypothesis of Theorem 3 .1 5 form>2 .
Corollary 3 .16 For all in > 2 and all k > 2 . if = P " f i_ct_ then PI I DIFF,,,(E)®DIFF,,,_i(~ ) .
For the in = 1 case of the above corollary. see Theorem 3 .14. Note that the collapse of th e polynomial hierarchy in Corollary 3 .16 occurs . roughly speaking . one level lower in the boolea n hierarchy over , 1 than could be concluded from the same hypothesis without Theorem 3 .15. This is a very general downward collapse result . as the nath level of the boolean hierarchy ove r is contained in
In light of Theorem 3 .1 . the above Theorem 3 .18 for rn > 2 also gale a new collapse connection for the polynomial hierarchy. P ;~~_ct then PH = For the in = 1 case of the above corollary . see Theorem 3 .14 and Theorem 3 .1_7 .
The Evolution of the Easy-Hard Techniqu e
The term "ease-hard" originates from Radius observation that if the boolean hierarchy collapse s at level two . the strings of any particular length n iuu SAT divide into "easy " and "hard" strings (notions that we will not define here) . Very informally put . the easy strings can be recognized b y an \P algorithm . and a hard string at length o induces an 1P algorithm for all of (SAT) -" . Ho w does this collapse the polynomial hierarchy? Kadin [had881 constructs a sparse set S such that . for every length in one hard string of length rt can be effectively extracted from S if such a strin g exists . It then follows that there is an \P .s algorithm for SAT . which by a result of Yap [Vap83 ] implies that the polynouial hierarchy collapses to `.I lore generally. if the boolean hierarchy over V collapses at level nn the strings of ally part icular length rr in a H 1 7, -complete language L divide into easy and hard strings . The easy strings can b e recognized by a V algorit Inn . Hard strings allow one to translate a collapse of the boolean hierarch y from level nr to level lit -1 in a restricted sense . A sequence of hard strings eventually induces a reduction from the HL'-complete language L for certain lengths to a language . So. if we kno w whether there exist hard strings . and if. when they exist . we are able to effectively compute there . we can with their help reduce the Ili . -complete language L to a language and event ually collaps e the polynomial hierarchy .
This approach is central in each of the first five papers of the nine papers being surveyed . The major difference among the five papers and the main reason for the difference in their results i s the way in which the needed information about the hard strings their existence and the string s themselves is obtained. and in which way this information is exploited to collapse the polynomia l hierarchy . Though the first five papers surveyed achieve upward collapse results . the last font' papers of our survey use a (modified) easy-hard method to prove rlou c nu .oi'd collapse results withi n the bounded-truth-table hierarchies .
In Kadirr [Kad88] . the sparse oracle argument described above works in the general case as wel l and implies 1 hat the polynomial hierarchy collapses t o Wagner used a different approach in his two papers [AVag8 i .Wag891 . In both papers t Ir e polynomial hierarchy is collapsed directly (without constructing a sparse oracle) using oracl e replacement and hard strings in the form of advice . The main reason for the stronger resul t in \Vagner ' s second paper is a modified definition of easy and hard strings : Instead of hard string s giving a reduction for strings of one particular length (so that one hard string for each lengt h is needed when collapsing the polynomial hierarchy) . Wagner 's new definition requires that hard strings give a reduction for all strings of length below a particular threshold .
Chang and Kadin [CK96] . independently of Wagner . also used the stronger notion of hardness . which enabled them to encode the necessary information about hard strings in an almost-tally se t instead of a sparse set . Together with an elegant application of the nested difference structure underlying the levels of the boolean hierarchy over this led to their result . I.3eigel . Chang . and Ogihara [130093] further unproved the results of' Chang and Kadin . Lik e Wagner . they use advice strings rather than almost-tally sets . The mind-change technique is use d to obtain a stronger collapse than Chang and Kadin . In addition . their proof is simpler . via using complete languages for the levels of the boolean hierarchy that do not force one to distinguis h between odd and even levels (i .e. . they use the "difference " definition of the boolean hierarchy tha t we have used in this paper as well) and via simpler argumentation for collapsing the polynomia l hierarchy.
6In his original work Kadin claimed that his sparse set S is even contained in `' . ' ; (a claim he retracted later) .
which would have allowed him to conclude PH = (~~:
The key contribution of Hemaspaandra et al . [HHH96b] was the idea that, since each string i s easy or hard (the definition of easy and hard strings in that paper is such that all strings can b e divided into easy and hard ones), one can completely discard the search for such strings! Rather . one can simply always use the input itself as an easy or hard string (whichever it happens to be) . Hemaspaandra Buhrman and Fortnow [BF98] extend the result to the 1-vs-2 query case fo r k > 2, via modifying the test of whether the input is easy or hard to nondeterministically simpl y assume both that the input is easy and that the input is hard . They add a new bit of "code " to ensure that the nondeterministic branch making the wrong assumption will do no harm to the overall algorithm . Hemaspaandra et al .
[HHH99], on the other hand, generalize from 1-vs-2 t o m-vs-m + 1 via adding a scheme implementing "zero-bit coordination" between machines . The y do this by having the machines independently latch onto a certain lexicographically extreme strin g signaled by the input .
However, recall from Section 3 that the two improvements just mentioned-from k > 2 t o k > 2 [BF98] and from 1-vs-2 to m-vs-m +1 [HHH99]---are incomparable . Neither paper allows bot h improvements to work simultaneously. However . this was done in Hemaspaandra et al . The first five papers surveyed here obtained increasingly strong collapses of the polynomial hierarch y under the hypothesis that the boolean hierarchy over E l i" collapses . finally obtaining Theorem 3 .12 . Theorem 3 .12 says that, given a collapse of the boolean hierarchy over El l, ' at level m, the polynomia l hierarchy collapses to (P,-r\"Pi_tt)1k . a class contained in DIFF 72 (Er +l ) . In this section, we give a new, stronger ., connection between the collapse of the boolean and polynomial hierarchies .
Theorem 5 .1 For all m > 2 and all k > 1, if DIFF,n (Ek) = coDIFF 7,(Ek) then PH = DIFF,n (Ek)ADIFF m_ 1 (Ek+1 ) .
The rn = 1 case is not included as it is a degenerate case as due to the fact that DIFF 1 (Ek) = Ek and the upward collapse property of the polynomial hierarchy we have for all k > 1, if DIFF 1 (Ek) = coDIFF 1 (Ek) then PH = 1,1' , . Theorem 5 .1 was first obtained, independently.
by the present authors (in [HHH98c] , an earlier version of the present paper) and Reith an d Wagner [RW98] . For a full proof of Theorem 5 .1 we refer the reader to [HHH98c] .
Let us compare Theorem 3 .12 and Theorem 5 .1 . Though both theorems collapse the polynomial hierarchy to a class containing DIFFm _ 1 (Ek +1 ) and contained in DIFF, n (Ek +1 ), the result s differ substantially. It can be seen, using a result in a recent paper of Wagner [Wag98] , that (P1) '' strictly contains DIFF m (Ek)ODIFFm_ 1 (Ek +1 ) unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses . Furthermore. observe that (P .mP 1_tt)
Y :k involves m -1 parallel queries to a Ek+1 oracl e and an unlimited number of queries to a El' , oracle . So the P base machine of (P 111 ) may evaluate m 1 bits of information originating from the parallel Ek+i queries and polynomiall y many bits of information from the s queries . In contrast, DIFF,n (EDODIFF,,t_1 g +t ) involve s just two bits of information . which are evaluated via a fixed truth- BF98, HHH97b] have any application to the unambiguou s polynomial hierarchy, or to the 'R hierarchy " ?
Finally. if one wants to go into the actual journal literature, where should one start? Perhaps th e best place in the original literature to get a first feel for the easy-hard technique in its initial for m is Kadin's paper [Kad88], which initiated the technique . Perhaps the best place in the origina l literature to get a feel for the easy-hard technique in the more powerful "downward collapse " form is the paper of Hemaspaandra . Hemaspaandra, and Hempel [HHH99] . which initiated this form of the technique . Finally, for completeness . we mention that strongest currently know n downward collapses regarding the research line described in this survey are found in the fina l paper surveyed [HHH97b] . except that very recently the key result of one subpart of that pape r has itself been further extended [HHH98a] .
